Hoods
Appointed dealers:
Models with this symbol are available via appointed dealers. For details please see the website www.smeguk.com

FINGER-FRIENDLY STAINLESS STEEL:
The st/steel material used on the exteriors of Smeg dishwashers has a finger-friendly finish to assist in maintaining the surfaces in
a pristine condition.

A:
Product energy rating, measured from A+++ to D / G depending on the product family.

B:
Product energy rating, measured from A+++ to D / G depending on the product family.

A+:
Smeg products with A+ or A++ energy rating are highlighted with one of the following Symbols

Touch controls:
Easy to use touch controls allow the appliance to be programmed at the touch of a button.

Auto vent:
Auto vent is a smart infrared system which connects the hood and the hob, automatically regulating the hood extraction speed depending on the
temperature and power level selected on the hob.

Electronic display:
to give a visual reminder of the options selected.

Intensive/turbo setting:
when extra fast extraction is required.

24h:
When selected this function refreshes the air for c. 10 minutes every hour over a 24 hour period, at minimum speed and an
imperceptible noise level.

Charcoal filters:
Extracting through charcoal filters or directly to the exterior lessens strong cooking odours considerably.

Switch off automatically:
A special setting, to run after the end of cooking for a pre-set time and then switch off automatically.

Perimeter extraction panels:
very efficient and aid noise reduction.

Warning light(s):
to advise when filters need changing.

Filters:
Model has filters to help remove grease from the steam emanating from the pans during cooking.

Lights:
All cooker hoods feature lights to illuminate the cooking area or add to the ambience of the kitchen.
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